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lnstructions 

Thls Instructien manual Is for the users of Hoffman Modulatlon Contrast 

System® whlch Is to ba used tagether wlth 

Nlkon lnverted Microscope Dlaphot 300 or Dlaphot 200. 

FOR YOUR SAFETY and correct operatlon, 

raad thls manual carefully before usage. 

Raad also the Instructien manual supplled wlth the mlcroscope. 

Keep thls manual naar the mlcroscope. 

Do not throw the manual away. 

HOFFMAN MODULATION CONTRAST SYSTEM® Is the reglstered tradamark of 

MODULATION OPTICS lnc. 
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The Hoffman Modulation Contrast System, designed by Dr. Hoffman, offers you a stabie relief 

image which can welt be compared to the differential interference contrast microscopy (DIC 

microscopy). But, unlike the DIC microscopy, you can observe the specimen inside the plastic 

containers since this system does not require its illumination to be polarized. 

The Hoffman Modulation Contrast System is made up of three components; a modulator (placed 

at the back focal plane of the HMC objective), a slit aperture (placed inside the HMC module), 

and a polarizer (to be screwed on to the diascopie illumination unit). Note that a polarizer is 

adopted only to change the contrast of the image. 

See the chapter "IV. Principles of modulation contrast" for more details on this system. 

I. Nomenclature 

HMC Module 
MC2or MC3 

Slit aperture eentering screws 

52mm polarizing filter 
(for Nikon Cameras) 

HMC Objective 
HMC 20X (MC2) or 
HMC 40X (MC3) 

=-Corroctk>n ring 

HMC objectives and HMC modules are to be used in speeltic pairs. 

Befere observlng the image, once again check that the HMC objective 

and the HMC module In the optica! path are having the same "MC code". 

(You can also conflrm the matching by the indlcatlon on the HMC 

module top plate showlng the correct HMC objectlve name to be used.) 

No correct Image Is attalned lf the MC codes are different. 
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11. Assembly 

Assembie the microscope with the additional instructions mentioned below. 

(Refer to the instructien manual supplied with the microscope for the assembly.) 

1) Screw on the HMC objectives to the 

revolving nosepiece. 

2) Set the HMC modules inside the system 

condanser turret. lf you are using the 

motorized condensar turret, do not forget 

to register the new data on HMC 

objectives and HMC modules. 

3) Screw on the 52mm polarizing filter to the 

diascopie illuminatien unit. 

111. Usage 

[IJ Correctly allgn the sllt aperture to the modulator. 

1 ) 

2) 

[IJ 
3) 

4) 

5) 

[IJ 

6) 

7) 

Adjust the microscope for the brightfield microscopy. 

(See the instructien manual supplied with the microscope.) 

Remave ND, GIF and NCB fitters from the optical path. 

No GIF filter Is used on modulatlon contrast mlcroscopy. 

Bring the HMC 20X objective into the optical path. 

Rotate the condanser turret to the position ·Mc2·. 

Fully open the condanser aperture diaphragm. 

On modulatlon contrast mlcroscopy, always fully open the 

condensar aperture dlaphragm to let the enough light pass 

through the sllt aperture on the HMC module. 

Focus on the specimen. 

Adjust the correction ring on the HMC objective. 

(See the instructien manual supplied with the microscope.) 
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8} H your eyepiece tube has a built-in turret assembly , rotate it to the position "B" to 

bring the Bartrand lens into the optical path. 

H your eyepiece tube do not have a built-in turret assembly , remove one eyepiece 

and insart the eentering telaseopa instead. 

9 } Rotate either the Bartrand lens focusing screw or the knurled ring on the eentering 

telescape to focus on both the exit pupil of the HMC objective (-=modulator) and 

the slit aperture image. 

• Cbserve a dark region D at one edge, a 

narrow gray region G, and a large bright region 

B on the exit pupil of the HMC objective (= 

modulator). 

• Cbserve two parts, [1] and [2] on the slit 

aperture image. Nota that the Part [2] 

changes the intensity by the rotation of the 

52mm polarizing filter. 

(There is a polarizing plate set at one side of 

the slit aperture: Part (2).) 

Exit pupil 
of the objective 

D: Dark region 

G: Gray region 

'---- B: Bright region 

(2) (1) 
Exit pupil 
of the objective 

1 0} Rotate the slit aperture rotation gaar so that the long direction of the slit aperture 

image is parallel to the gray region on the modulator. 

11 } Insart two 2mm hexagonal driver to the slit aperture eentering screws on the HMC 

module. (Use the hexagonal driver supplied with the microscope.) 

1 2} Rotate the hexagonal driver to move the slit 

aperture image laterally till the part [1] of the slit 

is registered within the gray region of the 

modulator. 

(Part [1] does not change its intensity by the 

rotation of 52mm polarizing filter.) 

1 3} Bring HMC 40X objective into the optical path. 

Rotate the condensar turret to the position "MC3". 

D 
---.c:z.___ G 

B 
._ __ Exit pupil 

of the obiactiva 

Perfarm the above steps 5) to 12) to set the slit aperture image in correct position. 

Now the microscope is ready for the modulation contrast microscopy. 
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[IJ 
î8ïl 
l_j__J 

During the microscopy, nota on the following points. 

The HMC objective and the HMC module in the optica! path must have the same MC 

oode. The combination of the HMC objectives and the HMC modules are, 

HMC objectlve HMC module 

HMC 20X (MC2) MC2 

HMC 40X (MC3l MC3 

When performing brightfield microscopy using the HMC objective, rotate the system 

condanser turret to the position •A (empty positiont. 

Ta change the contrast of the image, rotate the 52mm polarizing filter at the diascopie 

illumination unit. 

Do not turn the sllt aperture rotatlon gear on the HMC module to 

adjust the contrast of the Image. 

To avold malfunctlon of the system, never disassembie the parts 

other than those mentloned on the lnstructlon manuals. 

IV. Principles of Modulation Contrast 

Since human eyes, cameras, and films capture objects by percaiving differences in 

light intensity and/or color, they cannot see (ar sense) the colorless, transparent 

cells ar bacteria. These colorless transparent objects are called •phase objects• 

since they only change the phase of the light when the light passes through them. 

The phase objects can be made visible by dyes, but their life will be deprived. In order 

to abserve the living phase objects, differential interterenee contrast and phase 

contrast microscopy are invented, and modulation contrast microscopy likewise. 

The modulation contrast microscopy adopts the same optica! system as the ordinary 

microscopes, but with soma additional parts that convert the transparent specimen 

into the variation of light intensity. These additional parts modulate the amplitude of 

the light that passed through the specimen, thus changing the intensity of the light 

making up the visible image. 
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(In differential interference contrastand phase contrast microscopy, the phase 

objects are converted into the variations of light intensity by the phase change that 

occurs when the light passes through the specimen.) 

Let's now think of a light that passes 

through a specimen. Since a phase 

object has the different refractive 

index as its surroundings, the light will 

be refracted at its border. (See tigure 

1 showing refracted light on 

trapezoidal phase object.) The same 

thing happens to every specimen. 

See tigure 2 for the principle of the 

modulation contrast. There is a slit 

diaphragm on the condanser aperture, 

and modulator inside the HMC 

objective_. (The modulator is a density 

filter placed at the exit pupil of the HMC 

objective. lt divides the exit pupil into 

three regions, dark, half-dark and 

transparent) 

HPhase 
mobject 

Fig. 1 

Dark . Bright 

Image 

Modulator 

Objective 

Specimen 

Condanser lens 

Slit aperture diaphragm 

Fig. 2 

lf there is nothing on the specimen surface, the light passes through the half-dark 

region of the modulator and appears half-dark. lf the light is refracted by the phase 

object, it passes either the dark or the bright region according to the difference in the 

refracted angle. The light then appears dark or bright according to the region the light 

passed through. In this way, the phase object is made visible. 

In modulation contrast microscopy, the image appears in reliet just like the differential 

interterenee contrast microscopy, though its resolution may be a little inferior. The 

notabie point is that there is no influence of double refraction, thus enabling you to 

cbserve the specimen with double refraction. 
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V. Resolving Troubles 

Rafar to tha instructien manual suppliad with tha microscope for othar troubles than 

mantionad balow. 

Poor or dull contrast 

No polarizing filter anachad. 

::::) Scraw in tha 52mm polarizing filter to tha diascopie illumination unit. 

No HMC objactivas in tha optical path. 

::::) Usa objactivas that have "HMC" indication on its body. 

MC codes on tha HMC objactiva and tha HMC module in tha optical path ara nat tha 

sama. 

::::) Tha HMC objactiva and tha HMC module in tha optical path must have tha sama 

MCcoda. 

Slit aparture image is nat corractly alignad to tha gray ragion on tha modulator. 

::::) Raadjust. 

Incorrect condansar position. 

::::) Set tha systam condansar firmly on tha condansar mount. Focus tha aparture 

image on tha specimen surface and center it in tha viawfiald. 

Dark Image 

Unnacassary filters in tha optical path. 

::::) Ramave NO, GIF and NCB filters from tha optical path. 

DIC analyzar in tha optical path. 

::::) Whan using DIC attachmant at tha sama time, remave tha analyzer from tha 

optical path. 

l.ow illumination . 

::::) Adjust tha light-intansity control dial to raisa tha illumination voltage. 
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Vl. Care and Maintenance 

1. Cleanlng lenses and polartzing plate 

Loose dust is best removed with soft brush or gauze. 

Fingerprints and persistent dirt may be cleaned with soft ootton cloth (or lens tissues, 

gauze) lightly moistened with pure alcohol (ethyl alcohol or methyl alcohol). 

To clean the immersion oil off the objective, use petroleum benzine only. (Do not use 

xylene.) 

To clean the objectives other than the immersion objectives, use pure aloohol. Never 

use petroleum benzine or xylene. 

Be very caretul in handling pure alcohol and xylene. 

Do not use solvents other than pure alcohol since they will dateriorata the bonding 

agent of the lenses. 

2. Cleanlng plastic and palnted parts 

When cleaning the plastic and painted parts, do not use organic solvents (aloohol, ether, 

thinner, etc.)_ We reoommend the use of silicon cloth. 

3. When not In use 

Store the instrument in alocation free of molds and humidity. We recommend to store the 

objectives and modules in an air-tight canister containing desiccant. 

4. Perlodtc Inspeetton 

To ensure peak performance, periadie inspections are highly reoommended. (Consult 

your naarest Nikon representative.) 
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